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Key Findings:
When contemplating how future information and cyber conflicts may affect Singaporean
security and defense requirements, the Singapore Government should consider the
following:
•

Singapore needs to explore the nature of the evolving strategic competition in East
Asia, which includes cyber-enabled information conflicts. In this context, Singapore
may become vulnerable to political and “hybrid” warfare. This is because as conflicts
evolve parallel in the cyber and information domains, the centers of gravity are also
going to shift. The value and more importantly, the accuracy and reliability of strategic
information relevant for the situational awareness and function of the nation state as
a system will become even more important with the increased dependence on
cyberspace.

•

As more governments, intelligence agencies, military organisations as well as nonstate actors invest in developing cyber / information warfare capabilities, future
conflicts – particularly in East Asia - will be increasingly linked with confrontations in
and out of cyber space, cyber-attacks on physical systems and processes controlling
critical information infrastructure, information operations, and various forms of cyber
espionage. The resulting “cyber-kinetic conflicts” will evolve parallel with technological
changes – e.g. the introduction of next generation of robots, artificial intelligence, and
remotely controlled systems that will continue to alter the character of future warfare.

•

The character of hybrid conflicts in the regional “gray zones” may also likely reflect
low-level intensity conflicts in “peripheral information/influence campaigns”, rather
than high-end conflicts – given the considerable escalatory risks. Cyber-enabled
information operations – defensive, offensive, and intelligence-driven increasingly
serve as a key enabler and force-multiplier of kinetic operations – enabling actions,
capabilities, and effects of land, sea, air, and space operations in all physical domains.
Under the changing character of conflict, Singapore and the SAF will likely have to
redefine its objectives necessary to achieve “victory.”

•

These issues highlight the strategic significance of the progressive complexity of
cyber-enabled information threats, which are increasingly blurring distinctions
between civil and military domains, state and non-state actors, principal targets and
weapons used. In this context, cyber-enabled information operations enable and
reinforce strategic ambiguity in terms of effects, sources, and motives, and therefore
can be used to deny or create political outcomes without visible military commitments.
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•

Notwithstanding the variance in different strategic cultures and doctrinal conceptions
on the use of cyber/information means as instruments of warfare, the use of online
activities and behaviour for political aims will have increasingly offline consequences,
and vice-versa.
Cyber-Enabled Information Conflicts
Notwithstanding the conceptual, organizational, and technological integration of cyber
operations (COs) - whether defensive, offensive, or intelligence-driven into military affairs
over the last two decades, “considerable uncertainty surrounds the strategic impact of
cyber instruments of warfare,” including information operations. 1 These merge “cybertechnical” and “cognitive-psychological” attacks, which are waged during peacetime and
wartime, simultaneously in domestic and external information spheres. Unlike the use of
conventional weapons – i.e. for defense, deterrence, coercion, or swaggering - the use
of cyber-enabled information weapons – embedded not only in malicious codes and
hardware, but also in the use of information as an instrument of national power – is
predicated on the ability to access and exploit adversary’s networks, physical
infrastructures as well as media undetected. The unpredictability of consequences or
potential cascading effects of cyber and information operations further strengthens the
incentives for secrecy, opacity, and ambiguity in cyberspace. Direct, and to a lesser
degree, indirect results of cyber/information attacks are often invisible, which raises
uncertainties on the sources of the intrusion or system malfunction. Even if the source is
known or detected, the purpose of cyber-attacks might be less clear. 2 The more opacity
a state reveals about its cyber capabilities and their intended use, the more an adversary
can predict potential attack vectors and prepare to mitigate targeted vulnerabilities. 3
At the same time, the progressive complexity of cyber and information operations is
reflected in cross-domain strategic interactions – between cyber, physical, and cognitive
information domains, civil and military spheres, state and non-state actors. 4 This
interconnected environment amplifies the strategic importance of cyberspace, which is
increasingly used for political, economic, military, technological, media, and ideological
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struggles for influence that challenge traditional security conceptions. 5 Social media, for
example, provide new tools for both state and non-state actors to seed ideas, deliver
tailored information campaigns, and in doing so, influence events or environment in real
time. In other words, the use of social media campaigns in conflicts is becoming as
important as winning the military campaign. 6 The resulting complexity of interactions
create systemic effects that have significant consequences on how states achieve their
core national security objectives. 7
With the increasing sophistication and diffusion of cyber-enabled information threats,
state actors are searching for new strategies to leverage cyber/information capabilities
into effective instruments of warfare. In the US strategic context, for example, the latest
cyber strategy aims on five key objectives: (1) building and maintaining ready forces and
capabilities to conduct cyberspace operations; (2) defending military information
networks, securing data, and mitigating risks; (3) preparing to defend the US from
disruptive or destructive cyberattacks of significant consequence; (4) developing viable
cyber options and plans to control conflict escalation and shape the conflict environment
at all stages; and ultimately, (5) build and maintain robust international alliances and
partnerships to deter shared threats. 8 Cyber and information operations, however, are
constantly evolving, principally as a result of continuous adaptation to developments in
cyberspace such as proliferation of malicious code (malware), diffusion of advanced
military technologies, and operational experiences and lessons-learned. Conceptualizing
and assessing advanced cyber and information conflict trajectories is therefore a
challenging task.
Despite these caveats, there are a number of applicable frameworks that view the
development of information warfare in the context of “cyber power” – the relative means,
resources, methods, and capacities used to convey power in or through cyberspace. 9 In
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particular, cyber power capabilities will reflect a number of dimensions in both civil and
military domains such as (1) national cyber security policy and strategy, (2) cyber culture
and society, (3) cyber security education, training, and skills, (4) legal and regulatory
frameworks, and (5) standards, organizations, and technologies. 10 At the same time,
cyber power will also depend on the presence of military-organizational structure (if any)
related to cyberspace and the state’s known views on the use of cyberspace by its armed
forces. 11 The resulting “cyber maturity” matrix provides a scale of approximate capability
development – from the lowest levels implying a non-existent or limited level of capacity
to the highest level, characterized by a dynamic approach, effective implementation, and
operation of cyber-defense related structures, policies, legislation and organizations. 12
At the operational level, one can also try to ascertain the level of sophistication in cyber
and information operations based on capability requirements and available resources. 13
However, the line between low-end and high-end cyberspace and information operations
is frequently blended – a sophisticated state actor can employ non-state actors as
proxies, apply low-cost, off-the-shelf tools available on the free market, and exploit known
vulnerabilities and techniques such as denial of Service (DoS) attacks, or use artificial
intelligence and botnets. At the same time, however, a sophisticated state actor can
engage in resource-and intelligence-intensive operations that discover vulnerabilities in
systems (Zero-Day exploits) as well as in political/strategic cultures apply strategies of
denial, disruption, destruction, or subversion of information or physical infrastructure.
Such operations, whether strategic or tactical in nature, can also range in duration from
short to long-term, and typically follow a series of steps: (1) reconnaissance, (2)
weaponization, (3) delivery, (4) exploitation, (5) installation, (6) command and control and,
(7) actions on objectives. 14
At the high-end of cyber-enabled information conflicts are “existential cyber-attacks”
characterized as “causing sufficient wide scale damage for the government potentially to
lose control of the country, including loss or damage to significant portions of military and
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critical infrastructure: power generation, communications, fuel and transportation,
emergency services, financial services, etc.”15 Such attacks would be complemented with
the use of disinformation, concealment, and deception campaigns to create an
atmosphere of pressure that would aim for the target population or state into a decision
objectively leading to its own defeat. In other words, generate maximum uncertainty
within a target society, and in doing so, reduce the necessity for deploying military hardpower for political purposes to the minimum.

Figure 1. Cyber Defense Capability Matrix
Categories
Strategy

Start-Up
National
security
policy and
defense
strategy may
be published
and may
contain a
digital or
information
security
component.

Formative
Specific
threats to
national
security in
cyberspace
have been
identified,
such as
external
threat actors
(both state
and nonstate), insider
threats,
supply
systems
vulnerabilities,
and threats to
military
operational
capacity, but
a coherent
response
strategy does
not yet exist.

Established
National
cyber
defense
policy/White
Paper exists
and outlines
the military's
position in its
response to
different
types and
levels of
cyber-attacks
(for example,
cyber
enabled
conflict
producing a
conventional,
kinetic effect
and offensive
cyber-attacks
aimed to
disrupt
infrastructure
including
emergency
response).

Strategic
National
cyber
defense
complies with
relevant
international
law and is
consistent
with national
and
international
rules of
engagement
in
cyberspace.
Resources
dedicated
toward
engaging in
international
cyber
defense
forums are
allocated
based on
national
strategic
objectives.

Dynamic
The evolving
threat
landscape in
cyber security
is captured
through
repeated
review in order
to ensure that
cyber defense
ways and
means
continue to
meet national
security
objectives.
Rules of
engagement
are clearly
defined and
the military
doctrine that
applies to
cyberspace is
fully developed
and takes note
of significant
shifts in the
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Defense Science Board, Task Force Report: Resilient Military Systems and the Advanced Cyber
Threat, (Washington DC: Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for Acquisition, Technology, and
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Organization

Informal
management
of cyber
defense may
be distributed
among the
armed forces
and/or
government
organizations,
with
occasional
reference to
signals
intelligence.
There is no
clear
command
structure for
cyber security
in the
defense
apparatus.
Coordination The national
defense
apparatus
contains no
(or limited)
capacity for
cyber
resilience
(intended to
reduce
vulnerabilities
to national
security
interests).

Cyber
operations
units are
incorporated
into the
different
branches of
the armed
forces, but no
central
command and
control
structure
exists.

There is a
defined
organization
within the
Defense
ministry
responsible
for conflict
using cyber
means

Highly
specialized
expertise
with
advanced
strategic
cyber
capabilities
and full
situational
awareness
are
integrated
into the
national
defense
strategic
posture.

Cyber
defense
capability
requirements
are agreed
between the
public and
private sector
in order to
minimize the
threat to
national
security
incurred by
both sectors.

The need for
coordination
in the event
of exfiltration
of digital
information
by malicious
actors is
recognized
and prepared
for.
Defense
organizations
and critical
infrastructure
providers
have
established a
mechanism
to report

Some
analytical
capacity
exists to
support the
coordination
of and
resource
allocation for
national
cyber
defense;
possibly
including a
cyberdefence
research
center.

cyber security
environment
Defense
ministry
contributes to
the debate in
developing a
common
international
understanding
of the point at
which a cyberattack might
trigger a crossdomain
response.

The entity in
charge of
cyber defense
coordinates
strategic
integration
regarding
cyber events
between
government,
military and
critical
infrastructure
including
budgets and
identifies clear
roles and
responsibilities.
This process
then feeds into
the re7

threat
intelligence.

evaluation of
the national
security
posture of the
nation.

Source: “Cyber Security Capability Maturity Model” (CSMM), The Global Cyber
Security Capacity Centre, University of Oxford (2014),
https://www.sbs.ox.ac.uk/cybersecuritycapacity/system/files/CMM%20Version%201_2_0.pdf.
Figure 2. Cyber Threat Taxonomy
Tier Description
I
Practitioners who rely on others to develop the malicious code, delivery
mechanisms, and execution strategy (use known exploits).
II
Practitioners with a greater depth of experience, with the ability to develop
their own tools (from publically known vulnerabilities).
III
Practitioners who focus on the discovery and use of unknown malicious code,
are adept at installing user and kernel mode root kits, frequently use data
mining tools, target corporate executives and key users (government and
industry) for the purpose of stealing personal and corporate data with the
expressed purpose of selling the information to other criminal elements.
IV
Criminal or state actors who are organized, highly technical, proficient, wellfunded professionals working in teams to discover new vulnerabilities and
develop exploits.
V
State actors who create vulnerabilities through an active program to “influence”
commercial products and services during design, development or
manufacturing, or with the ability to impact products while in the supply chain
to enable exploitation of networks and systems of interest.
VI
States with the ability to successfully execute full spectrum (cyber capabilities
in combination with all of their military and intelligence capabilities) operations
to achieve a specific outcome in political, military, economic, etc. domains and
apply at scale.
Source: Defense Science Board, Task Force Report: Resilient Military Systems and the
Advanced Cyber Threat, (Washington DC: Office of the Under Secretary of Defense for
Acquisition, Technology, and Logistics, 2013.

Evolving Doctrinal Variations
In Asia-Pacific, the paths and patterns of military cyber diffusion – the process of
international transmission, communication, and integration of cyber-related military
concepts, organizations, and technologies - reflect varying trajectories and capabilities
across different strategic cultures. To begin with, the US military has traditionally
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distinguished between (1) defensive; (2) offensive; and (3) intelligence operations –
employed in varying levels during peacetime, crises, and wartime. 16 At the same time,
the US has applied a compartmentalized approach to kinetic and cognitive or
psychological spheres of cyberspace operations and information operations (IOs). The
US military doctrine regarding cyberspace, Cyberspace Operations (JP 3-12R 2013), for
example, views cyberspace operations as “the use of cyberspace capabilities to create
effects which support operations across the physical domain and cyberspace,” 17 while
IOs are concerned with the “integrated employment of information-related capabilities
during military operations…to influence, disrupt, corrupt, or usurp the decision making of
adversaries and potential adversaries while protecting our own.” 18 In practice, however,
the dividing lines between cyber “intelligence”, “offensive” and “defensive” missions are
intertwined. The changing strategic thinking can be seen in the latest 2015 US DoD Cyber
Strategy calls for “integrated, adaptive, and dynamic defensive operations.” 19
China’s military conceptions on cyber and information operations have been also
changing. 20 In 2016, the PLA has embarked on a series of major reforms in its
organizational force structure, following the release of updated military strategic
guidelines (2015) that call for the PLA to fight and win “Informationized Local Wars.” 21
The 2016 military reforms created a new command structure – the Joint Staff Department
under the Central Military Commission (CMC), inaugurated three new services (PLA
Ground Forces, PLA Rocket Forces and PLA Strategic Support Forces), and reorganized
major PLA military commands from the previous seven “military regions” to five “major
16

For example, in the U.S. DoD terminology, defensive cyberspace operations (DCO) refer to internal
defensive measures, response actions, and countermeasures, whether passive or active “to preserve the
ability to utilize friendly cyberspace capabilities and protect data, networks, net-centric capabilities, and
other designated systems.” Offensive cyberspace operation (OCO) capabilities include actions “to
degrade, disrupt, or destroy access to, operation of, or availability of a target by a specified level for a
specified time.” Or they can be used “to control or change the adversary’s information, information
systems, and/or networks in a manner that supports the commander’s objectives.” (OCO) are “intended
to project power by the application of force in and through cyberspace.” Cyber Intelligence Operations
(CIO), include intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR) activities in cyberspace “conducted to
gather intelligence that may be required to support future operations, including OCO or DCO. These
activities synchronize and integrate the planning and operation of cyberspace systems, in director support
of current and future operations.”
17 US Department of Defense, 'Joint Publication 3-12(R) Cyberspace Operations', 2013, p.5,
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp3_12R.pdf.
18 US Department of Defense, 'Joint Publication 3-12(R) Cyberspace Operations', 2013, p.5,
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp3_12R.pdf.
19 US Department of Defense, 'The DoD Cyber Strategy', 2015, p.20,
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20 Office of the Secretary of Defense, Annual Report to Congress: Military and Security Developments
Involving the People's Republic of China 2013 (Washington D.C.: Department of Defense, 2013),p.10,
http://archive.defense.gov/pubs/2013_China_Report_FINAL.pdf
21 Information Office of the State Council of the People’s Republic of China, China’s National Defense in
2015, 26 May 2015, http://eng.mod.gov.cn/Database/WhitePapers/index.htm.
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war zones” (Northern, Eastern, Southern, Western, and Central). 22 In this context, PLA’s
cyber operations - technical reconnaissance, electronic warfare, network
reconnaissance, defense, and attack operations, previously conducted by the General
Staff Headquarters Third and Fourth Departments, have been elevated into the PLA’s
Strategic Support Forces (SSF). 23 With revised military strategic guidelines, revamped
organizational force structure, and operational concepts, the PLA has expanded the
scope of its “core missions” that now include “protecting national security interests in
space and cyberspace.” 24
For the PLA, achieving “information dominance” (zhi xinxi quan), controlling
electromagnetic spectrum, while prioritizing computer network defense represent key
prerequisites for air and naval superiority as well as for establishing “space dominance”
(zhi tian quan). 25
In this context, the PLA is conceptualizing “integrated strategic
deterrence” through a holistic representation that includes simultaneous and coordinated
use of offensive and defensive electronic warfare (EW), military space and counter-space,
along with “network reconnaissance” and “network attack and defense operations” in
varying security conditions - peacetime, crisis, and war. 26 According to the 2015 Defense
White Paper, “the development of the world revolution in military affairs is deepening”
while “the form of war is accelerating its transformation to informationization.” 27 Its
strategic assessments of the “form of war” have changed from “integrated operations,
precision strikes to subdue the enemy,” articulated in the 2004 Defense White Paper, to
“information dominance, precision strikes on strategic points, joint operations to gain
victory.” 28 In this context, the PLA has prioritized the development of long-range,
precision, smart and unmanned weapons and equipment, and space and cyber
operations.
22
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24 Michael Chase, Jeffrey Engstrom, Tai Ming Cheung, Kristen Gunness, Scott Warren Harold, Susan
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At the same time, China’s foreign policy uses economic leverage and “soft power”
diplomacy as primary means of power projection, Beijing has been also actively exploiting
concepts associated with strategic information operations to direct influence on the
process and outcome in areas of strategic competition. In 2003, the Central Military
Commission (CMC) approved the guiding conceptual umbrella for information operations
for the People’s Liberation Army (PLA) – the “Three Warfares” (san zhong zhanfa). The
concept is based on three mutually-reinforcing strategies: (1) the coordinated use of
strategic psychological operations, (2) overt and covert media manipulation, and (3) legal
warfare designed to manipulate strategies, defense policies, and perceptions of target
audiences abroad. Historically, the primary target for China’s information and political
warfare campaigns has been Taiwan. Since the 1950s, for example, the Nanjing Military
Region’s 311 Base (also known as the Public Opinion, Psychological Operations, and
Legal Warfare Base) in Fuzhou City, Fujian Province, broadcasted propaganda at Taiwan
through the “Voice of the Taiwan Strait” (VTS) radio. At the same time, China’s information
operations attempted to exploit political, cultural, and social frictions inside Taiwan,
undermining trust between varying political-military authorities, delegitimising Taiwan’s
international position, and gradually subverting Taiwan’s public perceptions to “reunite”
Taiwan on Beijing’s terms.
Prior to the 2016 organizational reforms of the People’s Liberation Army (PLA), the
strategy of “Three Warfares” was the responsibility for the PLA’s General Political
Department- Liaison Department (GPD/LD). In the past, the GPD-LD supported civilian
and business platforms working to “promote Chinese culture” abroad such as the China
Association for Promotion of Chinese Culture (CAPCC); China Association for Friendly
International Contacts (CAIFC); China-U.S. Exchange Foundation (CUSEF), The Centre
for Peace and Development Studies (CPDS), External Propaganda Bureau (EPB), and
China Energy Fund Committee (CEFC). In doing so, the GPD/LD has been associated
with PLA’s military intelligence networks, identifying select foreign political, business, and
military elites and organisations abroad relevant to China’s interests or potential “friendly
contacts.” In their research, they analyse their position toward China, career trajectories,
motivations, political orientations, factional affiliations, and competencies. The resulting
“cognitive maps” guide the direction and character of tailored influence operations,
including conversion, exploitation, or subversion. Meanwhile, the GPD’s Propaganda
Department broadcasts sustained internal and external strategic perception management
campaigns through mass media and cyberspace channels to promote specific themes
favourable for China’s image abroad – political stability, peace, ethnic harmony, and
economic prosperity supporting the narrative of the “China model” (zhongguo moshi).
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In Russian strategic thought, a military cyber campaign has been also viewed in a holistic
information (cyber) operation context, “waged simultaneously on the digital-technological
and on the cognitive-psychological fronts, which skillfully merges military and non-military
capabilities across nuclear, conventional, and sub-conventional domains.” 29 Contrary to
Western perceptions of Russian “hybrid warfare” influenced by Gen. Valery Gerasimov,
the current Chief of the General Staff of the Armed Forces of Russia, who published an
article in February 2013 on his views on the operational environment and the nature of
future wars 30, Russian strategic community has been developing responses to what it
perceives as a Western “hybrid warfare” directed against Russia. In this context, Russian
concepts of New Generation Warfare (NGW) are not new; they build upon a historical
tradition of Soviet-Russian informational (cyber) struggle, which derived from the
confluence of three sources: (1) Soviet conceptions of Military Technological Revolution
of the 1980s, (2) tradition of “active measures” of denial, deception, disinformation,
propaganda, and concealment (maskirovka) in the Soviet-Russian operational art, and
(3) unique Soviet scientific discipline of cybernetics (kibernetika) linking social and natural
sciences. 31 The contours of Russian information struggle identify the main battlespace
as the mind of the enemy, which means “influence operations” are of strategic
importance, including elaborate internal communications, deception operations,
psychological operations and well-defined external strategic communications in the cyber
domain. Their key aim is to manipulate the adversary’s perceptions, shape its decisionmaking process, and strategic choices, while minimizing the scale of kinetic force.
Accordingly, informational struggle can be characterized as holistic – merging cybertechnical and cognitive-psychological attacks; unified – synchronizing information
operations with military and non-military actors, means and other instruments of power;
and permanent – waged during peacetime and wartime, simultaneously in domestic and
external information spheres. 32
The development of defensive and offensive cyber capabilities, while preparing for longterm confrontation in a hostile environment, is also part of a new “Information Security
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Doctrine” signed by President Vladimir Putin on December 5, 2016. The document
replaces the 2000 version, addressing new challenges to Russia’s national security
brought by the diffusion and increasing penetration of information technologies, including
foreign cyberattacks and misinformation campaigns - “the capacities to influence
[Russian] information infrastructure by a number of countries in pursuit of military
objectives.” 33 While the new Doctrine views information security at three levels –
individual, societal, and governmental, it fully prioritizes national interests and government
control in protecting Russia’s information sphere. 34 In doing so, it builds on recent
measures and new laws that require all Internet service providers (ISPs) to store the data
on servers physically located on the territory of Russia; gather the bulk of personal data,
keep it for six months and share it with intelligence agencies directly. At the same time,
it views information security in an ambiguous context of strategic deterrence – “this can
mean the use of information as a deterrent for preventing conflicts in cyberspace. On the
other, it can mean deterring conventional strategic threats using military cyber
capabilities.” 35
Strategic Competition
In Asia-Pacific, the underlying sources and drivers for cyber and information warfare
capabilities are deeply embedded in regional complex security dilemmas: the struggle for
dominance by the region’s two major powers (China and Japan); the future of Taiwan and
the Korean Peninsula; intra-regional competition in territorial disputes in the East China
Sea and South China Sea; and perhaps most importantly, the contours of long-term
regional strategic competition and rivalry between China, Russia, and the United States.
In one school of thought, states pursue the development, acquisition, deployment, and
exercising of forces as means to create advantages and influence events or strategic
choices of particular competitor. 36 In this context, China, Russia, and the US are in a
long-term strategic competition to sustain or prolong the margin of their militarytechnological superiority or create strategic advantages through military innovation and
political influence. The development of cyber capabilities in Asia-Pacific thus proceeds
parallel with military-technological innovations – for example, in the research and
Официальный интернет-портал правовой информации, 'Указ Президента Российской Федерации
от 05.12.2016 № 646 "Об утверждении Доктрины информационной безопасности Российской
Федерации',
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34 Pavel Sharikov, 'What is behind Russia's New Information Security Doctrine', Russia Direct, 19
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35 Pavel Sharikov, 'What is behind Russia's New Information Security Doctrine', Russia Direct, 19
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development of dual-use technologies that enable (1) perception, processing, and
cognition (i.e. artificial intelligence, cloud computing, robotics, unmanned systems,
advanced sensors, big data analytics), (2) performance and materials (i.e. quantum
computing, autonomous systems, bio-materials), (3) communication, navigation, and
targeting (i.e. precision position, navigation, and timing, directed energy, electro-magnetic
weapons, hypersonics), and (4) manufacturing, logistics, and supply chains (i.e. additive
manufacturing, 4D printing, simulation and training, computer aided design). 37
In the US, these efforts are currently conceptualized under the Third Offset Strategy that
seeks to develop “technologically enabled operational and organizational constructs that
provide the joint force an advantage -- primarily at the operational level of war, but also
the tactical -- thereby strengthening conventional deterrence.” 38 While US defense
officials caution that the Third Offset Strategy does not aim at specific peer competitor
(i.e. Russia, China), the strategy’s underlying assumption is that the global diffusion of
advanced military technologies in emerging domains of warfare – space, near-space,
cyberspace, and underwater - constraints US forces’ the access and freedom of action;
the ability to maintain localized air superiority, maritime superiority, space and cyberspace
superiority and security, in addition to the ability to conduct cross-domain operations and
maneuver in select contested areas. 39
The Third Offset’s top priority investments also include the development of innovative
cyber-enabled defense capabilities such as battle management and command and
control of a space constellation under threat of attack – led by the newly established Joint
Interagency Combined Space Operations Center (JICSpOC). 40 Another major concern
for the US military is securing combat support and logistics systems - assets that are
critical for rapid global force deployment. 41 On the offensive side, open source references
hint at a range of classified cyber-attack techniques conceptualized under the DoD’s
Advanced Capabilities and Deterrence Panel. These include “non-kinetic missile
defenses such as the planned use of cyber-attacks and other electronic warfare means,
37
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such as electromagnetic pulse attacks, against foreign command and control systems.” 42
Advanced military cyber capabilities, both offensive and defensive, also aim at exploiting
vulnerabilities in the security, reliability, and integrity of mission-critical command, control,
communications, computers, intelligence, surveillance, and reconnaissance (C4ISR)
systems – from denial, deception, disruption to subversion to other emerging forms of
electronic warfare, including electromagnetic pulse and high-powered microwave
weapons. 43
In China, the strategic competition for the research, development, and acquisition of
cutting-edge military technologies, including cyber capabilities that would enable the
People’s Liberation Army (PLA) to fight and win “informationized local wars” is embedded
in the concept of military-civil integration – MCI (junmin ronghe, 军民融合). According to
the 2015 China Military Strategy, “China will work to establish uniform military and civilian
standards for infrastructure, key technological areas and major industries, explore the
ways and means for training military personnel in civilian educational institutions,
developing weaponry and equipment by national defense industries, and outsourcing
logistics support to civilian support systems.” 44 While the MCI builds upon established
principles of civil-military integration (yujun yumin,于军于民), which have for over two
decades promoted the development of dual-use technologies and combined defense and
civilian industrial bases 45, President Xi Jingping has elevated MCI into a national-level
strategy: 46 “the integration of civilian and defense development will involve multiple fields
and enable economic progress to provide a ‘greater material foundation’ for defense
construction, while the latter offers security guarantees for the former.” 47 In this context,
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MCI aims to further integrate state-owned defense research, development, and
manufacturing enterprises, government agencies under the State Council, universities,
and private sector firms in order to advance PLA’s military modernization, while
supporting China’s economic growth. 48
MCI strategy also relies on foreign acquisition of dual-use technologies, resources, and
knowledge in select priority areas identified in long-term defense science & technology
plans such as the newly formulated “Defense Science and Technology Industry 2025
Plan” (国防科技工业2025) and the “Made in China 2025 Plan (中国制造2025). 49 These
plans represent a follow-on to the “2006-2020 Medium- and Long-Term Plan on the
Development of Science & Technology”, and “Strategic Emerging Industries Plan of 2010”
(战略性新兴产业) that emphasized “Indigenous Innovation” (自主创新) or absorptive
capacity to recognize, assimilate, and utilize external knowledge to accelerate the
development of China’s advanced technologies in both civil and military domains. 50
According to the 2016 US Department of Defense Annual Report to Congress, “China
continues to supplement indigenous military modernization efforts through the acquisition
of targeted foreign technologies, including engines for aircraft, tanks, and naval vessels;
solid state electronics and microprocessors, guidance and control systems; enabling
technologies such as cutting-edge precision machine tools; advanced diagnostic and
forensic equipment; and computer-assisted design, manufacturing, and engineering.” 51
In doing so, the US sees China conducting various forms of cyber espionage, 52 in order
to “reduce the costs and lead time” of select PLA’s military modernization programs,
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mitigate technological risks and structural deficiencies in China’s defense industries, and
bypass long-standing export controls of sensitive military technologies to China. 53
The issue of cyber espionage has consistently raised tensions in the Sino-US relations.
In February 2016, for example, the Director of National Intelligence, James R. Clapper,
delivered his annual threat briefing to the Senate Armed Forces Committee noting that
China remains engaged in malicious activities in cyberspace against the United States,
despite a US-Chinese bilateral agreement to refrain from conducting or knowingly
supporting commercial cyber-espionage. “China continues to have success in cyber
espionage against the US government, our allies, and US companies….Beijing also
selectively uses cyberattacks against targets it believes threaten Chinese domestic
stability or regime legitimacy.” 54 At the same time, leading US cyber experts have shared
concerns over Chinese cyber penetrations of both commercial and government
networks. 55 These views are reflected in other influential US government reports such
as the Department of Defense’s 2015 Annual Report to Congress on China. 56
Meanwhile, China’s policy makers at the highest levels have refuted these allegations,
arguing that the Chinese military does not steal commercial secrets or support Chinese
companies which do so. Prior to his state visit to the United States in September 2015,
for example, president Xi Jinping said in a written interview with the Wall Street Journal
that “cyber theft of commercial secrets and hacking attacks against government networks
are both illegal; such acts are criminal offences and should be punished according to law
and relevant international conventions. China and the United States share common
concerns on cyber security.” 57 Other Chinese government sources have become more
direct in criticizing the US for its ‘double standard’ – accusing China, while conducting
cyber-espionage itself. In particular, China points to the National Security Agency (NSA)
cyber-activities against other countries as revealed by Edward Snowden, and views them
as a threat to China. In May 2014, the Ministry of National Defense of the PRC issued a
statement accusing the U.S. of hypocrisy, “from the ‘WikiLeaks' to the 'Snowden' incident,
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the U.S. hypocrisy and double standards on the issue of network security has long been
obvious.” 58
Cyber-Enabled Information Conflicts in Regional Security Flashpoints
In East Asia, cyber-enabled information conflicts are increasingly shaping the character
of regional security flashpoints: the struggle for dominance by the region’s two major
powers (China and Japan); the future of the Korean Peninsula; intra-regional competition
in territorial disputes in the East China Sea and South China Sea; and long-term regional
strategic competition between China and the United States. In particular, every major
security issue in East Asia reflects parallel and continuous confrontations in and out of
cyber space, and varying cyber and information operations by both state and non-state
actors. On one hand, these “hybrid” operations serve as asymmetric means of warfare,
providing a range of options that pose relatively lower risks of escalation or without any
visible military commitments. The character of asymmetric cyber-attacks, however, may
also increase the propensity for offensive and unrestricted character of cyber operations
given the prevailing perceptions of lesser risks of detection, the lack of accountability, and
the resulting low probability of successful deterrence. 59
With its outdated, inferior armed forces, and lack of resources to shift the military balance
on the Korean Peninsula, for example, North Korea has been relying on nuclear weapons,
ballistic missiles, special forces, and cyber capabilities as forms of asymmetric negation
strategies to offset specific US-ROK (Republic of Korea) conventional military strengths.60
Since 2009, North Korea has been attributed to a number of major cyber and electronic
warfare attacks, including electromagnetic waves to jam satellite traffic navigation signals
in South Korea, distributed denial of service attacks and other forms of cyberattacks on
banks and the websites of major businesses and ROK’s public agencies including the
Presidential Palace (Cheong Wa Dae), National Assembly, and Defense Ministry, and the
November 2014 attack against Sony Pictures Entertainment. 61 In a latest major cyberattack, reported in December 2016, South Korean Ministry of National Defense (MND)
attributed North Korea to hacking into ROK’s Cyber Command – marking the first time
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that the data of South Korea's Cyber Command has been compromised. 62 According to
the 2014 ROK Defense White Paper, “North Korea currently operates about 6,000 cyber
warfare troops and conducts cyber warfare, including the interruption of military
operations and attacks against major national infrastructure, to cause psychological and
physical paralysis in the South. The performance of their conventional weapons is also
continuously upgraded.” 63
In particular, North Korea’s cyber operations evolve in the context of “deliberate and
organized efforts under the direction of preexisting organizations with established goals
and missions that directly support the country’s national strategy.” 64 Pyongyang views the
Korean peninsula entrenched in a geopolitical deadlock with the current “correlation of
forces” unfavorable to North Korea’s key strategic objective to control and reunify the
Peninsula on North Korea’s terms. Under these conditions, Pyongyang aims to gain
strategic advantage by pursuing irregular and asymmetric military capabilities, including
cyber capabilities, which provide relatively low-cost but highly effective means to exert its
influence and provide military coercion without triggering a major armed conflict. At the
operational level, North Korea’s principal cyberwarfare organizations – the KPA General
Staff Department (GSD) and the Reconnaissance General Bureau (RGB), share different
but mutually-supporting responsibilities – GSD bureaus such as the Electronic Warfare
Bureau and the Enemy Collapse Sabotage Bureau (Unit 204) are tasked with information
and electronic warfare aligned with cyber-attacks to disrupt the opponent’s conventional
operations during wartime, while the RGB’s cyber units such as the Bureau 121 conducts
offensive and defensive cyber operations, cyber espionage, network exploitation, and
cyber-crime activities during peacetime. Accordingly, North Korea’s cyber operations are
a part of a “holistic effort on information warfare that incorporates all aspects of affecting
information such as electronic warfare, cyber warfare, and psychological operations.” 65
While the ROK’s core security concerns are more about responding effectively against
North Korea’s growing WMD capabilities, the ROK military has been also strengthening
its cyber capabilities, both offensive and defensive, as part of a “full-spectrum military
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readiness posture” against a range of potential North Korean provocations. 66 In 2011,
the MND published a cyber-defense strategy – the Master Plan for Defense Cyber Policy,
which emphasized four key policy directives: adapting South Korea’s laws to enable cyber
operations; integrating cyber and physical operations in a military doctrine - the Joint
Cyber Operations Manual; establishing ROK Cyber Command under the Joint Chiefs of
Staff office; and creating early warning and crisis management mechanisms for
responding to cyber crises. 67 In 2016, South Korea’s MND agreed to enhance civil-military
cooperation in the cyber domain, including joint programs with the Ministry of Science, IT,
and Future Planning and the National Intelligence Service (NIS) to create a possible cyber
reserve force, and closer coordination of intelligence CCTV border monitoring, joint
response to GPS jamming, and a special warfare-centered combat skills augmentation
plan. Ultimately, South Korea’s cyber capabilities have evolved in the strategic framework
of the US-ROK alliance with joint programs developing artificial intelligence-based
technologies to counter a range of cyber threats. 68
The use of cyber means as political instruments of warfare is increasingly reflected also
in the ongoing territorial disputes over the South China Sea. In July 2015, as the
Permanent Court of Arbitration in The Hague conducted a hearing on the South China
Sea Arbitration brought by the Philippines against China, the Court’s website went offline.
The site was also infected with malware, leaving visitors interested in the case at risk of
data theft. Based on the analysis of the software and infrastructure used, the attack’s
origin was attributed to China. 69 The incident follows a pattern of spiking cyber activities
relative to the rise tensions in the South China Sea. This is evident, for example, in the
rise of cyberattacks on Vietnamese targets as China moved an exploration oil rig into
contested waters in mid-2014. 70 On July 29, 2016, a major cyber-attack targeted
Vietnam’s two largest airports and Vietnam Airlines – the flight screens at the airports
showed messages critical of Vietnam’s claims to the South China Sea, and the airport’s
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sound system broadcasted anti-Vietnamese and Philippines slogans. 71 A Chinese
patriotic hacktivist groups 1937cn claimed responsibility for the attack. 72

Implications for Singapore
As conflicts move into the cyber and information domains, there is an ongoing debate on
the magnitude and impact of cyber and information operations on East Asian security.
On one hand, sceptics argue that there are serious limitations with regard the use of
cyberspace for political purposes, particularly at the higher end of the conflict spectrum in
East Asia. In this view, cyber-enabled information operations alone cannot strengthen
capabilities for coercion or deterrence – they do not transform regional power structures,
do not replace the military capabilities of the most advanced powers in the region, and
ultimately, have a limited utility to achieve desired political outcomes. Consequently, they
may not provide significant strategic advantages in achieving political objectives. The
prevailing view, however, is that regional conflicts and potential flashpoints in Asia Pacific
already transcend into the cyber and information domains and have significant political
ramifications. Indeed, the confluence of varying cyber strategies and information
operations capabilities in the broader context of regional power transitions shapes the
direction, pace, character of military change in Asia Pacific.
First, cyber-enabled information operations enable and reinforce strategic ambiguity in
terms of effects, sources, and motives, and therefore can be used to deny or create
political outcomes without visible military commitments. Second, the deepening systemic
interdependencies brought by information technologies in nearly all aspects of
governance (i.e. energy systems, communications, water, transportation, finance, etc.)
render traditional conceptions of deterrence and defense vulnerable to strategic surprises
- asymmetric forms of information and cyberwarfare. Third, cyber-enabled information
operations – defensive, offensive, and intelligence-driven increasingly serve as a key
enabler and force-multiplier of kinetic operations – enabling actions, capabilities, and
effects of land, sea, air, and space operations in all physical domains. Fourth, cyber
operations are synonymous with information operations – in the ability to penetrate target
audiences in real time. For example, crafting messaging campaigns to go “viral” to shape
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perceptions, narratives, and create cognitive effects in which online behavior has offline
consequences and vice versa. Fifth, cyber-enabled information warfare capabilities
evolve parallel with military-technological advances such as electronic miniaturization,
additive manufacturing, nano-technologies, artificial intelligence, space capabilities, and
unmanned systems that alter the character of future warfare. Given the varying levels of
socio-economic development, defense resource allocation, and military-technological
trajectories, there will also considerable variation in the adaptation of cyber capabilities.
The variance will also reflect different strategic cultures and doctrinal conceptions on the
use of cyber means as instruments of warfare.
Taken together, comprehensive cyber capability requirements will increasingly shape
strategic choices in Asia Pacific - defense planning, management, and technological
priorities, propelling the need for strategic and operational adaptation and innovation to
prepare for, fight, and win new types of wars. The challenge for Singapore is to be able
to adapt to these potential changes to the character of war. The reality is that Singapore’s
security paradigm remains relatively unchanged, in terms of its current doctrines and
strategies. However, in a context where the battle space is crowded with both legally
constituted combatants and non-combatants using cyber-enabled information operations,
this will present new set of challenges to Singapore.
Recommendations:
•

Singapore needs to explore the nature of the evolving strategic competition in East
Asia. In this context, Singapore may become vulnerable to other non-traditional
emerging threats, particularly political and hybrid warfare. As conflicts evolve parallel
in the cyber and information domains, the centers of gravity are also going to shift.
The value and more importantly, the accuracy and reliability of strategic information
relevant for the situational awareness and function of the nation state as a system will
become even more important with the increased dependence on cyberspace.

•

As more governments, intelligence agencies, military organisations as well as nonstate actors invest in developing cyber / information warfare capabilities, future
conflicts – particularly in East Asia - will be increasingly linked with confrontations in
and out of cyber space, cyber-attacks on physical systems and processes controlling
critical information infrastructure, information operations, and various forms of cyber
espionage. The resulting “cyber-kinetic conflicts” will evolve parallel with technological
changes – e.g. the introduction of next generation of robots, artificial intelligence, and
remotely controlled systems that will continue to alter the character of future warfare.
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•

The character of hybrid conflicts in the regional “gray zones” may also likely reflect
low-level intensity conflicts in “peripheral information/influence campaigns”, rather
than high-end conflicts – given the considerable escalatory risks. Under the changing
character of conflict, Singapore and the SAF will likely have to redefine its objectives
necessary to achieve “victory.”

•

These issues highlight the strategic significance of the progressive complexity of cyber
threats, which are increasingly blurring distinctions between civil and military domains,
state and non-state actors, principal targets and weapons used. Online activities and
behaviour will have increasingly offline consequences, and vice-versa.
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